In a world where the concept of sustainability
is becoming more far-reaching every day,
it is just as imperative for companies, being
the greatest source of employment, to
sustain their achievements and to preserve
their existence in a fiercely competitive
environment as focusing on sustaining
ecological, social and economic equilibriums.
E. Ali Bilaloğlu

Our Brands
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A very successful year

Volkswagen Passenger Cars has spent a
very successful year thanks to the product
and communication strategies designated
in accordance with its visions of being “the
most innovative automative brand in the
world,“ and increased its total sales 49%
within 2010. Volkswagen Passenger Cars has
succeeded to reach a wide range of target
audience by means of its expanded product
range, technological and environment
friendly automobiles.
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Volkswagen Passenger Cars reconfirmed its
previous achievements in 2010 again. After a
year shaped by launches and awards, Volkswagen
Passenger Cars succeeded to increase its market
share and ranked as the fifth brand.
Vedat Uygun
Volkswagen Passenger Cars General Manager

Volkswagen Passenger Cars
Volkswagen Passenger Cars has performed a 49%
increase in its sales while the rise of the total market
remained at 38%. Thanks to the successful product and
communication strategies as well as model launches
in 2010, Volkswagen Passenger Cars has raised its
market share up to a level of 7.8% and preserved its
fifth position in the market.
Performance of our models
New Polo, which won the “Car of the Year” award
following its launch, has raised its market share to 7.3%
by means of effectual and successful campaigns during
the year and has become a model which satisfies a
wide range of customers thanks to the newly launched
engine and equipment options.
Golf, creator of compact class, achieved a %10 segment
share in 2010 following a 37% increase in total sales in
comparison with 2009. Golf R, which was offered for
sale with the slogan “The Most Exciting Golf Ever,” has
integrated high performance into the Golf model.
Jetta, one of the stars of 2010, has strengthened its solid
position in the market and improved its segment share
into 7.8%. After having completed a successful year in
2010, Jetta is expected to have bigger achievements
with its renewed body in 2011.
Passat model, the one which has been occupying the
leading position in its segment since its first launch in
2005, preserved its strong position in the market with a
striking 24% share in 2010. The New Passat, launched
at the end of 2010, has shown that it will keep going
as the most successful model of its segment in the
years ahead. The 4-door comfort coupe CC, on the
other hand, has attained a segment share of 29% by
increasing its sales 21% in 2010.

Launches and novelties in 2010
Volkswagen Passenger Cars introduced many new
models to the market in 2010. Having powered with the
launches of Golf R, totally renewed Touareg and Passat
models, Volkswagen strengthened its premium brand
image in 2010.
Volkswagen After Sales
Providing service with its total 64 Authorized Service
Points all over Turkey, Volkswagen After Sales has
expanded its service network by opening new service
points in Sivas, Bodrum, Isparta and İzmir in 2010.
Thanks to its outstanding performance in CSS and job
repetition issues, Doğuş Otomotiv was chosen as the
model distiributer by Volkwagen AG in 2010. Doğuş
Otomotiv also took part in Volkswagen AG’s RASE
(Retail After Sales Excellence) project as part of the
MACH 18 objectives. Being able to be one the top 5
distributers which exhibited the highest performance in
after sales services all over the world, Doğuş Otomotiv
Volkswagen After Sales was closely inspected over a
month by a consulting firm assigned by Volkswagen
AG. The “best practice” executions observed during this
process will blaze a trail for the After Sales network in
other countries.
With approximately 330,000 vehicle entries in 2010,
our Authorized Services were visited by an average of
28,000 customers monthly. Due to the increase in this
figures in 2010, spare part and labour turnovers grew
10% and 11.70% respectively.

The sportive face of Volkswagen, Scirocco outperformed
even the closest rivals with strong sales figures and
carried on its segment leadership by having 47%
market share.
One of the most successful models of Volkswagen at a
global and local scale, Tiguan has occupied the second
position with a 16% market share in its segment.
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The rising star of Europe

After the introduction of the new
Transporter, Volkswagen Commercial
Vehicles has completed renewal
of product range with Caddy, and
carried on its leadership in the import
commercial vehicles in 2010.
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Realizing 12% of the total sales of Volkswagen
Commercial Vehicles in Europe, Doğuş Otomotiv
has left a successful year behind as the main
distributer which achieved the up-most sale
increase within the major markets.
Kerem Güven
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles Brand Manager

Step by step towards the leadership
Light commercial vehicle market has witnessed a 34.1%
increase in 2010 and reached the number 251,129
in overall sales. Within this framework, Volkswagen
Commercial Vehicles has sustained its momentum,
which was gained with the introduction of the New
Transporter into the market at the end of 2009, by
successfully implementing new product strategies and
campaigns at the beginning of 2010. Consequently,
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles has become the most
expanding brand in the market with a 126.6% increase
in sales and carried on the leader position in the import
light commercial vehicle market in Turkey by reaching a
sales figure of 24,018 units by the end of 2010.

by Volkswagen AG, Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles
has reached the best score of all the times. Volkswagen
Commercial Vehicles has left all its domestic rivals
behind in brand awarenesss and has also become the
number one brand in the brand admiration index once
again.
2011...
Volkswagen
Commercial
Vehicles
will
keep
strengthening its position in 2011 with the Amarok model
in a new segment, and will continue implementing
activities to maintain and improve the customer
satisfaction and achieve the sales targets.

Being renewed its whole product range, Volkswagen
Commercial Vehicles has increased its share within the
overall light commercial vehicle market into 9.6% and
the import commercial vehicles market into 23.7% in
2010.
Our models
Making a great start to the year through the New
Transporter, Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles has sold
9,302 units of Transporter and received 47.1% market
share in the middle class light commercial vehicle
segment. By this result, the brand has been by far the
leader of its segment in 2010.
Caddy’s market share in 2010 was 10.5%. Caddy made
up 51.5% of the Volkswagen Commercial Vehicle and
15.7% of the Doğuş Otomotiv sales. Crafter’s market
share was 4.7% in 2010.
Number One in the brand image research
Continuous mass communication parallel with the brand
communication efforts has yet again kept an important
place in the marketing strategy of 2010. Volkswagen
Commercial Vehicles has continued both its product
and corporate communications via national and local
media. Due to the year-round communication efforts
in 2010, Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles has gained
high visibility in the media and maintained its place
among the top three brands of the light commercial
vehicle segment in terms of news efficiency evaluation.
According to the Turkey results of the European big
LCV market brand image and awareness research held
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More sales, greater customer
satisfaction

Achieving an outstanding success in 2010,
the Audi brand has reached its highest
sales record ever in its history with 9,654
vehicles sold and increased its market
share 12%. In addition, the after sales
services revenue raised by 19% with
the 16% increase in vehicle entry, in
comparison with 2009.
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In 2010, we, as Doğuş Otomotiv
Audi, marked the highest sales
volume ever in our history.
Giovanni Gino Bottaro
Audi, Bentley, Lamborghini, Bugatti
Brand General Manager

Vorsprung durch Technik
Audi’s each of the four inter-linked rings represent Horch,
Audi, DKW and Wanderer, which are the brand’s four
founding companies. The company that gave its name
to Audi of the present day was configured by August
Horch, who left his company in 1909. The brand’s claim,
“Vorsprung durch Technick” is supported with Audi’s three
brand pillars, “sporty,” “sophisticated” and “progressive”.
Record sales units
Being imported to Turkey by Doğuş Otomotiv since
1994, the Audi brand has marked an outstanding
achievement in 2010 by reaching its highest sales
figure ever with 9,654 vehicles sold.
Audi’s model based performance
Having made a successful entry to compact segment in
October 2010, the “urban” Audi A1 has closed the year
with a sales figure of 84 units. Being the leader of its
own segment, A3, A3 Sportback and A3 Cabriolet sold
3,434 units in 2010. While sales of A4, A4 Avant and
A4 allroad closed the year with 2,183 vehicles, a total
number of 722 units of A5 family were sold as of the
end of the year. Cumulated A6, A6 Avant and A6 allroad
sales reached to 2,146 units in total, while A8 sales
were scored as 50 units. In 2010 42 units of TT and 195
units of Q7 were sold. Another segment leader, Q5, has
closed the year with a sales figure of 784 units. A total
14 units of Audi A7 Sportback, which was launched in
November, were sold by the end of 2010.

Audi A1, A5 Cabriolet, A5 Sportback, A6 Avant, A7
Sportback, Q7 ve R8 Spyder were honored with
prizes in their own segments in the Otohaber Awards
organized by Otohaber magazine. Audi also became
the most first-prize winning brand in the competition.
Audi won the first place in automotive category in
Kristal Elma Advertising Competition with quattro print
ad. In Cannes Advertising Competition, Audi was also
awarded with Bronze Lion in outdoor category with
quattro outdoor.
Marketing and launching activities
It was aimed to increase Audi’s brand awareness
and to support the sales by virtue of image and sales
ads released all year long. Advertisement activities
have also been carried for the launch of Audi A8, A5
Sportback and A1 models.
400 people had the opportunity to test Audi’s latest
models, such as RS5, R8, A1, A6 and A5 during Driving
Experience activity carried out between 7-10 October in
F1’s İstanbul Park Circuit.

Growth in after sales services
In 2010, Audi’s car parc has expanded by 16% and in
parallel to this, brand’s after-sales services’ turnover
has increased by 19% compared to the previous year.
Audi’s spare parts sales have risen by 24% in 2010,
compared to the sales in 2009.
The loyalty rate indicating the utilization of Audi
Authorized Dealers by Audi customers turned out to be
79%. This remarkable figure is a benchmark rate for the
premium segment.
Carrying on with the achievements performed in 2010
Doğus Otomotiv Audi won the second place in the Audi
Twin Cup competition in service category and proved
its service quality to be above global standards.
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Keep on growing!

Following the record breaking sales in
2009, with the extension of the model
range with 911 Turbo S and Panamera V6,
the launch of the new Cayenne and with
the marketing activities, Porsche broke
another sales record in 2010.
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In the year 2010, thanks to the launch of the leading Cayenne,
Panamera V6 and 911 Turbo S models and effective marketing
activities, a new sales record have been broken with a total of
390 units. We aim at a total unit sale of over 400 in 2011.
Anıl Gürsoy
Porsche, SEAT Brands General Manager

Performances of our models
238 Cayennes have been sold in the year 2010. With
the launch of the new Cayenne model, our unit sales in
SUV segment have soared 43% when compared to the
year 2009.
Boxster model has reached to a sales number of 5 by
the end of the year 2010. Cayman model, which has
been positioned to close the gap between Boxster and
911 models in terms of target audience and price, has
been sold 21 units.

Porsche GT3 Cup Challenge Eastern Europe
The first season of Porsche GT3 Cup Challenge Eastern
Europe races, which was first introduced in Turkey,
spread throughout the Eastern Europe and finally has
been included to the race schedule of Porsche Central
and Eastern Europe has been successfully completed in
2010. 14 races held in İstanbul, İzmir, Brno and Serres
over 7 weekends have been followed by motor sports
fans on all eyes. We have straightly started working on
the races to be held in the year 2011.

48 units of the total 390 Porsche sales in 2010 came
from 911 model.
Thanks to the launch of the new engine version in 2010,
the Panamera model that has been launched in 2009
has enjoyed a 78-unit sale in 2010.
PWRS and the launch of Cayenne
Simultaneously with the Porsche World Road Show
held in İstanbul Park as two consecutive weekends
between June 11 and 20, the new Cayenne model
has been launched. Invited Porsche friends have
experienced a great driving experience on different
Porsche models accompanied with Porsche driving
trainers from Germany within the frame of Porsche
World Road Show. New Cayenne model draws a deep
interest, which leads to the increasing sales figures of
the model.
Porsche Sport Driving School
It was first held in İstanbul Park, Turkey between
November 6 and 7. Drift trainings and trainings to
improve driving skills have been held with 15 units of
911 Turbo brought from Germany and at the helm of the
foreign driving trainers. Porsche Sport Driving School
activities will continue in the year 2011.
5th Porsche Center opens in İzmir
Vosmer Otomotiv Showroom was opened in Alsancak,
İzmir with a cocktail held in December. Following
İstanbul, Ankara, and Antalya the 5th Porsche selling
point was opened in İzmir.
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World’s most prestigious brands

Achieving a 75% growth in 2010,
Bentley brand increased its market
share in the premium segment.
Lamborghini brand, on the other hand,
shrunk in the Turkish market in parallel
with the general downtrend in the
global market.
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Upper premium segment brands of Doğuş Otomotiv,
which offer the widest brand and service network in
Turkish automotive sector, Bentley and Lamborghini
are offering “creative services beyond expectations” in
parallel with the company vision.
Giovanni Gino Bottaro
Brand General Manager for Audi, Bentley, Lamborghini and Bugatti

The most prestigious and luxurious models
in the entire automobile history
Bentley Motors was founded in 1919 by Walter Owen
Bentley who was a railway engineer. Today, the
brand carries on with its activities under the roof of
Volkswagen AG. British brand Bentley has been wellknown since the beginning of 1910’s for producing the
most prestigious and luxurious models in the entire
automobile history.
Automobili Lamborghini was established by Ferruccio
Lamborghini in 1963. Since its foundation date
to present, manufacturing of the brand has been
implemented in Bologna, Italy. Following the Audi AG’s
purchase of Lamborghini shares in 1998, the brand
started to display a rapid uptrend with its new powerful
and technological models.

• Organization of the exclusive customer event called
“Lamborghini Track Day” - which has become
traditional - at İstanbul Park in September and the
launch of new Gallardo LP 570-4 Superleggera
model.
• Participation in İstanbul Auto Show held between
October 28 and November 7, with a 374 m² booth
for Bentley and a 242 m² booth for Lamborghini.
• Carrying out press activities for Bentley Mulsanne
and Lamborghini Gallardo LP 570 - 4 Superleggera
models, which were launched during the year.
The year 2011
In 2011, 12 and 6 units of sales are foreseen for Bentley
and Lamborghini brands, respectively.

Upper premium segment affected by
the economic crisis
Displaying a sales performance of 8 units in 2009 in
Turkey, Bentley brand closed 2010 with a sales figure of
14 units. Growing 75% in the upper premium segment,
which expanded by 34% in 2010, Bentley increased its
market share by 1%.
Entering the market later than Bentley brand,
Lamborghini reached a sales figure of 4 units in 2010.
Having shrunk globally in 2010, Lamborghini brand
also showed a parallel shrinking in the Turkish market.
Between January and December 2010, a total of 14
units of Bentley were sold to cover 6 units of GT, 3
units of GT Convertible, 4 units of Flying Spur and 1
unit of Mulsanne models. On the other hand, 4 units
of Lamborghini were delivered in total, covering 2
units of Gallardo LP 560-4, 1 unit of Gallardo LP 5704 Superleggera and 1 unit of LP 550-2 Valentiono
Balboni.
Keeping on with brand communication
Marketing investments concerning Bentley and
Lamborghini brands were continued in 2010. Highlights
from the marketing operations carried out during the
year are as follows:
• Sponsoring Queen’s Birthday Reception held on 16
June 2010 at British Embassy with the Bentley brand.
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Our goal is the sustainable success

SEAT, in line with the sporty, young, and
design-driven brand values, communication
strategy and expanding Ibiza family,
launched new engine options offered to the
market in the year 2010, and displayed a
growth greater than the market expansion
with 90% increase in sales.
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Following the year 2010, in which we outperformed
our targets, we are aiming at an increase in our sales
figure up to a level of 6,000 in 2011, with Ibiza family,
which got stronger with new equipment and hi-tech
engine options, we will be offering to the market.
Anıl Gürsoy
Porsche, SEAT Brands General Manager

Sales Performance Above Target
With its new engine options offered to the market in
the year 2010, and the expanding Ibiza family, SEAT
brand, has obtained a market share of 1% with
5,150 unit sales in 2010, by displaying a sales
performance above the target as of the year end.
Compared with the sales over the same period last
year, with its sales performance in 2010, SEAT Turkey,
has been the top third country increasing the sales
volume, within the global sales.
The performance of our models
• Top-selling model of SEAT was Leon in 2010.
With the options of “Diesel 7-speed DSG engine”
launched in May, and “1.2 lt TSI 105 hp engine”
offered in September, Leon obtained a 51% market
share amongst all models in 2010, and succeeded
to get into the top 10 in its segment.
• With “Center of Attraction” slogan, which strengthened
the communicational strategy of the brand in the
year 2010, Ibiza has managed to increase its share
to 41% by increasing its sales figure at the rate of
235% compared to 2009. While Ibiza was at the 21st
rank in its segment in 2009, it managed to rise to the
14th by the end of 2010.
• The share of Altea XL among SEAT sales has been
4% in 2010.
• Exeo, SEAT’s first model of in segment B, has
obtained a 4% share among all sales in 2010.
Our Marketing and Launch Activities
By means of image and sales ads released all year
long, it has been targeted to increase awareness of
SEAT brand as well as to promote sales.

Surveys indicated that customer satisfaction improved
3.5% compared to 2009.
Similarly, at the end of 2010, by raising the service
quality to higher levels, the repeat business rate was
reduced to 4.5%, one of the lowest values of the
segment. Thanks to the continual service campaigns,
SEAT service customer loyalty increased 1% compared
to 2009 and reached 54%.
2010 Brand Achievements
According to the results of Brand Image and Awareness
research report prepared by Volkswagen AG in 2010,
SEAT became the 3rd best brand in increasing the
awareness of brand image in Turkey.
At the same time, the 2010 IACS market research,
conducted by SEAT SA in order to measure after-sales
customer satisfaction, pointed out SEAT as one out
of two brands with highest ranks for lowering repeat
business in Turkish market.
Expanding Dealer Network
With the launch of Miram Otomotiv commencing
operations in Diyarbakır, and Özön Otomotiv, which
started operating in Samsun in 2010, SEAT increased
the number of its dealers to 23 throughout Turkey.
Following the entrance of Dicle (Diyarbakır) and
Aydoğanlar Authorized Services (Ankara) into
operation, SEAT after-sales service is now provided at
43 locations.

At the beginning of 2010, SEAT brand mobile web site
was introduced.
All the new model range of SEAT has been exhibited
successfully with the new booth design in İstanbul
Autoshow fair, the most important organization of
automotive sector in 2010.
Warranted Customer Satisfaction and Quality Image
in After Sales Services
In 2010, SEAT brand increased its car park by 9%
compared to the previous year. In the year 2010 SEAT
brand placed special emphasis on customer satisfaction.
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“Conversion has begun”

Yüce Auto, a subsidiary of Doğuş Otomotiv
established in 1989 as the distributor
of Skoda in Turkey, has been sustaining
its operation in sales, maintenance and
spare parts for the Fabia, Roomster,
Octavia, Superb and Yeti models with its
32 Authorized Dealers and 41 Authorized
Service Points throughout Turkey.
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2010, major novelties and the new product-engine options offered by Skoda has
expanded its target audiance from 37% to 68% in the passenger car market, as
well as increased the number of delivered cars over 80%. Our goal in 2011 is to
maintain this growth not only by increasing the number of deliveries, but also by
developing the customer satisfaction through product and service quality.
Mahmut Kadirbeyoğlu
Skoda Brand General Manager

While maintaining its steady growth among VW brands
since 1992, Skoda has accomplished a worldwide
delivery of 492,000 vehicles in 2005, 549,000 vehicles
in 2006, 633,000 vehicles in 2007, 674,530 vehicles in
2008 and 689,972 vehicles in 2009. Skoda has increased
its sales 11.5% by delivering 762,600 vehicles in 2010
and performed a significant augmentation comparing
the last year’s results.
Performance of our models
Skoda Turkey has sold 6,332 passenger cars and
gained a market share of 1.24% in 2010.
Thanks to the new 1.6 TDI CR engine option introduced
to the Turkish market in April, Octavia has held 34% of
Skoda’s total car sales in 2010 and become the best
selling model of brand’s product range once again.
Fabia, the B segment model of Skoda, has got a share
of 31% of the total sales due to its renewed outlook and
appropriate price strategy.
Superb transformed its outstanding success in 2009
into stability in 2010 with a 17% share among other
models.
Skoda’s SUV segment model, Yeti, made a fast start in
the market with its attractive design and smart features,
and held 11% of the total sales in 2010.
With its renewed outlook and new engine options,
Roomster, Skoda’s representative in the MPV class,
had a good sales performance in 2010 and held 7%
share within the total sales.

For Skoda, 2011 will be a year to differentiate its products
which were newly introduced and penetrated into the
market in 2010, and also a year to diversify its product
range. In this perspective, Skoda’s two most important
models will be Fabia Scout and Fabia RS, both were
designed to appeal to diverse customer groups.
Fabia Scout, developed on the Fabia Combi body, is a
model which proves that a family car can also be very
sporty and different with cross-country style bumpers
and door protection coatings.
Fabia RS, on the other hand, represents a reflection of
Skoda’s IRC championship (came with Fabia S2000)
and experience to the roads. Having a dual charged
180 HP 1.4 TSI engine and a 7 speed DSG gearbox that
can be controlled from the steering wheel, Fabia RS will
be a noteworthy choice for those who are willing to buy
a useful car without sacrifying speed and performance.
The most important novalty in 2011 will arrive with
Skoda’s SUV model Yeti, which is going to offer a 1.6
TDI engine and “Greenline” technology. Greenline, the
name given to a series of enviroment-friendly vehicles
of Skoda which offer minimum fuel consumption and
environment friendly emission levels, will be available
to Turkish customers for the first time with the release
of Yeti.
Market share target in 2011
Continuing to raise the bar, Skoda aims to increase its
sales 35% and bring up its market share to 1.67% in
2011 with the contribution of new models and engine
options.

Novelties in 2010 and 2011
Skoda Yeti, the brand’s first SUV segment vehicle and
a city car that offers smart features for daily use, was
introduced into the Turkish market with a press launch held
in March 2010. Especially 1.2 TSI 105 HP engine option
of the model has won customers’ affection with its quality,
design and reasonable price level. In April, Octavia 1.6 TDI
CR engine option was also offered to the Turkish market.
With their new outlooks and 1.2 TSI engine options,
Roomster and Fabia models were also released for
sale in 2010 and both put their contribution to Skoda’s
march in the Turkish market.
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Scania preserved its leadership by
increasing its market share

Scania has sold 2,500 vehicles by the end
of December 2010 and increased its market
share from 6.7% to 10% by performing 212%
growth, despite the 16 tons and over heavy
commercial vehicles market has expanded only
116% at the same period. Since 2003, Scania
has sustained its leadership in the import
market and accomplished to be the market
leader for the 8th time in 2010. Meanwhile, it
has raised its 4th place to the 3rd in the total
market following two local producers.
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Being one of the three top selling brands in
Turkey, Scania has sustained once more in
2010 its import market leadership that it has
been holding since 2003.
Tolga Senyücel
Brand General Manager for Scania, Krone, Meiller

2010 Sales Performance
By the end of December 2010, 25,542 vehicles have
been sold in 16 tons and over heavy commercial vehicles
market in Turkey. Scania has reached a market share
of 10% within the total market with 2,500 sales in 2010.
Plus, with a sale of 2,330 items Scania has become the
number one imported brand seller of tractor.
In the 16 tons and over import heavy commercial
vehicles market, total sales reached to 9,097 by the
end of December 2010, which indicates 181% growth
compared to the previous year. Increasing its sales by
212%, Scania achieved a bigger growth than the import
market and successfully sustained its leadership by
increasing its 25% market share to 27%.
Scania brand has achieved to make a difference with its
EGR and SCR engine options, and continued to be a
preferred brand both in on-road and off-road segments.
After Sales Services performance
In 2010, via an emergency hotline operating 24/7,
our customers both in Turkey and Europe have been
responded by operators speaking in our customers’
native languages, and with 24 emergency support
vehicles emergency aids have been provided to the
points they specified.

vehicles environmental impact. The project in Turkey
has been carried out in four cities and all the participants
have achieved very hard steps in the elections. The
contestant, who became the champion during the
eliminations in Turkey, represented our country in
Sweden for the European Final.
Another Year Full of Communication Activities
The communicational activities carried out in 2010
covered advertorials prepared for sector-related and
national press media to introduce newly launched Scania
vehicles with new motor technology, as well as delivery
ceremonies and exhibitions through which we have had
the opportunity to perform communicative interaction
with our customers. In addition to these promotional
activities, the Scania brand has participated in events
such as “We Are Measuring Turkey’s Blood Pressure”.
Several other social responsibility projects, including
“This Uniform Belongs to Us” project, co-organized with
Adidas, and the “Responsibility Movement in Traffic”
project with TÜVTURK were conducted.

There are 197 technicians, 280 personnel and 296
vehicle repair fields in 22 Scania Authorized Dealers in
Turkey. The car park of Scania for 1-10 aged vehicles
has reached to 13,529, and 68,332 work orders have
been opened in Scania Authorized Dealers by the end
of November.
19 Authorized Services in Turkey are holding the
certificate of “Scania Dealership Operating Standards”.
These services have received “DOS 3 Certificate”, which
requires the conformity with the criteria determined to
provide the same service quality throughout the world.
The excitement of Young European
Truck Driver 2010
The Young European Truck Driver social responsibility
project has been organized since 2003 by Scania for
the fourth time. The project focuses on improving the
road security in European Union member countries,
building awareness about road safety and reducing the
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The world’s greenest
refrigerated trailers at Krone

Krone, the leading trailer brand of
Europe, grew by 167% and displayed
performance greater than the market.
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In 2010, Krone has once more proved its pioneering
role in transportation industry by introducing Krone
Cool Liner Duoplex model equipped with nitrogen
cooling system, which is regarded as the world’s best
eco-friendly refrigeration system.
Tolga Senyücel
Scania, Krone, Meiller Brand General Manager

Krone trailer, established in 1906 in Germany and has
been operating in Turkey with Doğuş Otomotiv since
2003, has launched its new Profi Liner Ultra trailers,
regarded as an example of its being innovative and
competitive, in the last quarter of 2010. Responsive
to the market conditions all the time and adopting the
philosophy of providing appropriate solutions for its
customers, Krone has displayed a performance over
the general market in the sales quantities of 2010 and
secured its “preferred” brand image in the shipping
sector.
Krone is the leader of imported refrigerated
trailer market!
In 2010, Krone has reached the sales figure of 196
refrigerated trailers in Turkey, and achieved the leading
position in the imported trailer market.
The Performance of 2010
Krone, having the broadest network in the market
with its 16 Authorized Dealers and Services spread
throughout Turkey, continues to stay one step ahead of
its competitors. With its 24/7 customer services hotline,
Krone supports this service without time limitation, and
aims at reaching maximum customer satisfaction.
Newly launched new generation Profi Liner model
trailer, has strengthened Krone’s brand image and
quality in the curtain-sider trailer market with its
standard XL CODE load security certificate, and with
the elasticity of loading capacity and heavy-duty axleshaft.
Krone brand obtained a market share of 12% in the
trailer market with a sales figure of 556 units in 2010.
Krone maintained its leading position in the imported
refrigerated trailer market with a share of 25% in the
total market as a result of a sales figure of 196 units
in 2010. Krone has been able to extend its customer
portfolio by clearly understanding the needs and
requests of its customers and providing them with
tailor made transportation solutions. In 2010, Krone
added to its portfolio specifically the companies which
transport citrus fruits to Russia and all those that take
place among the first five exporters of fresh fruits and
vegetables in Turkey. 2010 was the year that Krone
increased its vehicle market over 3,500 units.

Our marketing activities support our sales
In addition to the high quality products offered to the
trailer market, Krone is also a conspicuous brand due
to its frequent media coverage and marketing activities
specialized in one-to-one communication with its
customers.
In this context, intensive marketing campaigns were
organized within 2010 and the sales campaigns of the
Mega Liner-2 series and the Profi Liner Ultra model
trailers were communicated effectively to ensure
access to all customers. Likewise delivery ceremonies
have been arranged following large fleet sales and the
growing Krone family has been announced to the press
and the whole sector. The web site of Krone has been
renewed and continuously updated in order to allow
the customers to get information on the products and
services provided comprehensively.
Social responsibility
Krone has sponsored many events such as “Türkiye’nin
Tansiyonunu Ölçüyoruz” (Measuring Turkey’s Blood
Pressure) and “Genç Avrupalı TIR Sürücüsü 2010”
(Young European Truck Driver) in compliance with
Doğuş Otomotiv’s ambition to provide benefits for the
society as a duty.
Trailer Innovative Award
Within the framework of IAA Hannover Commercial
Vehicles Fair organized for the sixty-third time this
year, the new Douplex VIP (Vacuum Isolation Panel)
refrigerated trailer model of Krone has also won the
“Trailer Innovation” award at the competition organized
by VDA and Stünings Medien. Last but not the least
Krone’s high technology, differentiated from the
competitors was also largely appreciated.
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Pioneering products from the
leading tipper brand

In 2010, Meiller increased the number
of Authorized Dealers and Services to
a great extend and grew with a sales
quantity of 447 units at a ratio of 233%,
more than the growth rate of the general
heavy commercial vehicles market.
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Meiller continues to take firm steps on
getting a leading position with successful
activities and positive customer references
in the Turkish market.
Tolga Senyücel
Scania, Krone, Meiller Brand General Manager

F. X. Meiller Fahrzeug GmbH & Co. KG is a large
family corporation established in 1850 in Munich.
Developing tipper products fitting the vehicles perfectly
by collaborating with the heavy commercial vehicles
manufacturers today, Meiller provides solutions for
different needs by offering its cutting-edge technology,
utilizing its engineering know-how to find swift solutions
for the service of customers and by strengthening its
leading position with the service difference it creates.
Meiller in the Turkish market
Making a sale of 447 units in 2010, Meiller drew a
positive graphic with its sales performance, parallel to
the rising construction sector.
After having entered to the Turkish market in 2007
with Doğuş Otomotiv’s distributorship, Meiller has
strengthened its existence in Turkey especially with
the opening of “Meiller Doğuş Damper” factory in
2008, which is located in Sakarya. Having 7 Authorized
Dealers and Services in 2009, Meiller added new ones
in 2010, reached the number of 10, and has continued
to enlarge its service network, parallel to the growth
rate of the brand and getting closer with the customers.
In 2010, the semi-trailer tipper range of Meiller brand,
which gained recognition in the tipper market, has
offered customers the high capacity-tipper truck
models besides the existing models. 74 units of
tipper truck were sold, which has proven the brand’s
product quality as a result of being preferred by the
customers.
Difference of Meiller
Meiller carries out projects on meeting the needs of
the customers with the cutting edge technologies and
investments, and offers products that are long-lasting,
economic, durable, low-maintenance and operationally
efficient.

Thanks to this, Meiller helps customers to increase their
revenues by providing substantial saving cost.
Different brand collaborations in marketing
Becoming a preferred brand of the Turkish tipper
market, Meiller aims at introducing its products in
a better manner to its customers through vis-à-vis
communication strategy, by focusing on activities, which
increase the brand awareness. For this purpose, the
company allows test-drive activities in order to give its
customers the opportunity of examining the products.
Meiller has carried out special marketing activities in
cooperation with various heavy commercial vehicle
brands in order to introduce different superstructure
products to the large target groups throughout 2010.
For example, the comprehensive test drive activities
organized in collaboration with Renault; the usage
of our Meiller branded tippers in the promotional film
for the new 8x4 vehicle launched by Ford; and the
collaboration between Scania and Meiller brands within
the scope of the sale project of the superstructureconstruction trucks, all contributed our brand to come
together with the target customer groups. Following
on the positive results of these activities, various
advertisements and news were published aiming the
Scania World magazine.
“The Best Tipper”
At the traditional competition of the “Best Commercial
Vehicles and Brands” held by the magazines specialized
in commercial vehicles sector of Germany and organized
for the 14th time this year, Meiller won the “Best Tipper
of the Year 2010” award for the 6th time, therefore
proved its power one more time, and demonstrated the
superior quality it offers to its customers.

Meiller offers secure transportation solutions through
its roll-off tippers and skip handlers, not only for the
construction industry, but also for the waste management
sector. Meiller products obtain a design lightened with
new concepts, high quality, strong and flexible steel,
which can be applied to any kind of chassis type for also
having high bending and torsion resistance, loading
platform and easy to use and easy-care control units.
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High-Quality standards in the
industrial and marine engines market

2010 has been the promotion and
enlargement year in terms of expanding
to new markets for Scania Industrial and
Marine Engines brand. Total sales of Doğuş
Otomotiv in industrial and marine engines
sector has reached to 129 units in 2010.
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Scania Industrial and Marine Engines was expanded in
alternative sales channels such as land generator sector in
2010, and became the third within the most selling brands
in Turkish market.
İlhami Eksin
Brand General Manager for DOD, Thermo King,
and Scania Industrial and Marine Engines

Sales Performance of 2010
Following 102 units sale in 2009 in Turkey, approximately
26% increase in sales was achieved in 2010 and 129
units were sold in total.
In order to expand the sales volume, the brand also
started operating within the land generator market
in 2009, and a 50% rate of improvement has been
recorded in land generator sales in 2010.
Dealer Training in Progress
In 2009 trainings started to coach new personnel, who
will be starting to work for Scania Industrial and Marine
Engines in sales, after sales services and marketing
fields. The training sessions were continued with a
group of newly assigned and authorized dealers in
2010.
Marketing Activities
Direct access to customers has been provided via
activities carried out on local basis in company with
authorized dealers and services all around the country
in 2010.
Sponsorships and fair organizations held an important
place in terms of marketing activities, such as the ones
in İstanbul and Bodrum during 2010 summer season,
as well as Shop & Miles Bosporus Cup organization,
and Avrasya Boat Show fair. In these activities the yacht
manufacturers and ultimate consumers were visited
to introduce engines and to promote the current and
potential customers in detail.
In addition to activities targeting transportation
associations and members, various promotional
organizations were held in universities.

Financial solution pack
In collaboration with VDF (Volkswagen Doğuş Finance),
an affiliate and a solution partner, Doğuş Otomotiv has
created a difference in the sector by providing proper
financial solution models to customers in order to meet
their varying demands. Loan facilities offering terms up
to 60 months at reasonable interest rates, contributed a
great deal to boost the sales in 2010.
Strong Results
Total-sales figure of Doğuş Otomotiv in industrial and
marine engines has reached to 129 units in 2010. The
intense sales and marketing activities started operating
with the contribution of the newly assigned authorized
dealers, which have positively affected Scania Industrial
and Marine Engines sales in 2010, despite the
economic contraction, the effects of which can still be
felt in marine sector. Moreover after long years, Scania
land generator motors have started to be offered to
generator producers in Turkey via comprehensive sales
and marketing campaigns. With strategies planned for
2011, it is aimed to further increase the sales volume.
Doğuş Otomotiv has been focusing on transferring its
wide knowledge and experience in automotive sector
to marine and the land generator sectors as well. The
company has been maintaining its leadership, under
the notion of a corporate structure, who can answer all
the needs of the sector and can keep up the customer
satisfaction in sales and after-sales in our country, a
peninsula with 9,000 km of coastline. Scania industrial
and marine engines have been sustaining its activities to
become an important trademark in Turkey by enlarging
its product range.

Product Range
Doğuş Otomotiv has been offering for its customers in
industrial and marine engines...
•
•
•
•

Scania marine engines,
Scania marine generator engines,
Scania land generator engines and
Scania industrial engines.

After the achievement in Avrasya Boat Show in 2010, a
similar success is being aimed at for 2011.
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Thermo King sustains
the leadership

For Thermo King, one of the world’s leading
cooling system brands which has been under the
distributorship of Doğuş Otomotiv in Turkey since
2008, the year 2010 has been an essential one, during
which promotion and dealer structuring improved and
the market leadership of heavy vehicle sector was
obtained. The total sales of Doğuş Otomotiv in cooling
systems sector reached up to 300 units in 2010.
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As soon as we finished the corporational and organizational
structuring of Thermo King in our country, the achievements in
sales and marketing field were awarded with the “Outstanding
Achievement” prize by OEM in 2010.
İlhami Eksin
Brand General Manager for DOD, Thermo King and
Scania Industrial and Marine Engines

Sales Performance of 2010
Following the sales figure of 110 units in 2009, 200%
increase rate has been obtained in 2010, and a sales
volume of 300 units has been achieved in total. Among
sales, in which the fleet sales has an important share,
the strong authorized dealership and service network,
constructed in important markets around the country, has
played a significant role. Successful joint projects have
been carried out together with all body companies in the
sector in 2010, with “equal distance to every company”
principle in mind.

The institutional and architectural structuring of
Thermo King sale and services points around the
country was started within 2010 and is aimed to be
completed in 2011.

In addition, within the scope of joint projects carried out
for different product groups with OEM; the sales of 72
air-conditioner units for İstanbul Transport underground
system, 35 air-conditioner units for Kocaeli Municipality
local buses and 60 air-conditioner units for the buses
produced by Karsan Company have been achieved. The
target is to extend range of sales opportunities with new
projects in 2011.

Thermo King branded products are compatible with CE
and ATP standards. An increase of 20% in the use of
cooling systems is estimated for the future, after the
initiation of EU harmonization process.

Authorized Dealer Trainings in Progress
Trainings in sales, after sales and marketing fields started
in 2009, were offered to the staff members of Thermo King
Cooling Systems. The programs were carried on with
newly assigned authorized personnel.

Furthermore, the authorized dealer trainings will
be continued in 2011. Other targets for 2011 are to
sustain the leadership in diesel units, to increase the
market shares of new vehicle-powered units and airconditioning systems, and to enable T Series obtain a
significant market share.

Marketing Activities
Direct access to the customers has been provided via the
activities carried out in local basis together with authorized
dealers and services all around the country through 2010.
For the first time in the cooling sector in our country, the
Customer Satisfaction Index (CSI) has been formed and
put into practice.
By the end of 2010, an introduction trip to Thermo King
Galway/Ireland and the Head Office of Europe in Brussels,
attended by Thermo King Customers and national/
local press members, has been organized. Within the
framework of this organization, which created tremendous
media coverage, Thermo King CEO Manlio Valdes and
Vice President Johan Van Maercke expressed their
satisfaction from the achievements of Doğuş Otomotiv in
Turkish market. Thermo King Turkey has been awarded
with “Outstanding Achievement” by OEM.

2011 targets
In addition to diesel unit groups, the required
substructure activities have been completed in 2010,
and the air-conditioning systems and vehicle-powered
product groups have also been offered to Turkish
Markets.

The “T Series”, Thermo King’s new truck group, will be
launched at the same time with the world in 2011, and
will be offered to Turkish customers.

Strong results
The total sales of Doğuş Otomotiv in cooling systems
have reached to 300 units in 2010. With strategies
planned to be implemented in 2011, it is aimed to
increase the sales gradually .
By enlarging its product range Thermo King has been
carrying out its activities to become an important
trademark in cooling systems. Having an institutional
structure and aiming to meet the needs of the sector,
Thermo King will sustain its leadership by keeping of
customer satisfaction in the forefront in both sales and
after-sales.
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The service gate directed
towards the ultimate customer

Doğuş Oto Pazarlama ve Ticaret
A.Ş., a subsidiary of Doğuş Otomotiv,
provides services with more than 1,000
employees for its 6 brands in 6 regions
with its 29 Authorized Dealers and
Service Stations in a total closed area
of 213,000 m2.
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Maintaining customer satisfaction is an unalterable principle for
Doğuş Oto. In our journey aiming at offering the perfect service
experience to our customers regarding our sales and services,
we are increasingly improving our service quality with our
friendly and experiences team members.
Zafer Başar
General Manager - Doğuş Oto Pazarlama ve Ticaret A.Ş.

Doğuş Oto
Genoto, which has been offering services in the
automotive sector since 1963, has been sustaining its
activities under the name of Doğuş Oto since 2004.
For the 6 brands it represents (VW Commercial
Vehicles, VW Passenger Cars, Audi, Porsche, SEAT
and DOD), Doğuş Oto has 29 Authorized Dealers and
Service points allocated in İstanbul, Ankara and Bursa,
where first-hand and used vehicles and their spare
parts and accessories are being sold. Furthermore, the
customers are offered insurance, financing and aftersales services in those locations.
Doğuş Oto’s mission is to maintain the highest quality
of services in sales and after sales for passenger cars
and commercial vehicles that it represents.
Doğuş Oto has always striven for perfection in customer
satisfaction, and its efforts have been rewarded with
various international successes in 2010. The company
was selected one of the best 100 VW Authorized
Dealers in Europe and placed number one at the Audi
Sales Cup in Turkey; in addition, it placed second in
the service category of the Audi Twin Cup 2010 World
Finals, which took place in Spain with the participation
of 59 teams from 33 countries, testing the service and
technical skills of Authorized Audi Dealers from all over
the world.

the “Lean Management” principles were carried over
into two additional implementations in 2009, “Hood
and Paint Service Value Stream” and “5S-Workplace
Organization Methodology.” Throughout 2010 Doğuş
Oto has implemented “lean management” procedures
in order to minimize the production losses, by taking
scientifically applicable precautions. In 2011 Doğuş Oto
will enhance and improve its operations in this regard.
Quality service to all brands with Oto-Fix
Oto-Fix, which has joined Doğuş Oto family in 2008
with the aim of maintaining low cost, fast, widespread
and quality service with Doğuş Oto’s assurance, has
received 6,377 cars in 2010.
Maintaining its operations in 3 regions, İstanbul
Esenyurt, Bursa, and Ankara-Etimesgut, Oto-Fix is
targeting to extend its hood and paint maintenance,
mechanical maintenance and expertise services to
brands other than the VW Group, and share its expertise
and quality standards of Doğuş Oto with these new
brands.

30.8% market share in overall sales of
Doğuş Otomotiv
With more than 1,000 employees, Doğuş Oto Pazarlama
ve Ticaret A.Ş. is offering services in a total closed area
of 213,000 m². In 2010, Doğuş Oto sold 24,200 new,
and 2,118 used vehicles. Doğuş Oto gained a share of
3.36% of Turkey’s total passenger and light commercial
vehicles market. Doğuş Oto’s share in Doğuş Otomotiv
Group’s overall retail sales reached to a level of 30.8%
in 2010. Moreover, the total number of customers given
service in 2010 reached 178,369.
Lean Management
With an eye to gathering all services its customers
may need under one roof and further bringing these
services to perfection, Doğuş Oto has been continuing
its “Lean Management” practices since 2007. Initiated
in after-sales services and spare-parts departments,
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A success story in
Switzerland

Following a year shaped by events and
activities, D-Auto Suisse made a strong
entrance to the Swiss market in its first
full year of operation, and obtained
a solid position for itself within the
intense competitive environment.
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It is an important achievement to get D-Auto
Suisse SA in its first full year become one of the
market leaders within Porsche dealer network.

Marco Feser
Managing Director D-Auto Suisse SA

Within a developing economy framework, D-Auto
Suisse SA displayed a strong sales performance in 2010
by delivering 160 new vehicles, as well as maximizing
customer satisfaction in after-sales services. Operating
for only 15 months, D-Auto Suisse SA was able to
increase segment share in the region from 13.33% to
29.70%.
Performance by models
2010 was mainly influenced by the launch of the new
Porsche Cayenne, thus showing a high performance on
sales. The split of delivered cars is showing:
Model

Units

Split (%)

Boxster

8

5

Cayman

5

3

Cayenne

75

47

911

45

28

Panamera

27

17

Model

Units

Split (%)

Boxster

3

1.5

Cayman

2

1

Cayenne

120

60

911

48

24

Panamera

27

13.5

Staff
Due to its outstanding performance in 2010, D-Auto
Suisse SA will even go further by growing on and
increasing the productivity of the staff in 2011 to reach
the target.

Activities
Activities are the main driver to generate showroom
traffic at D-Auto Suisse SA in Lausanne. Activities in
2010 drove approximately 1,500 contacts into our
showroom, generating new leads as much as getting
in contact with potential customers and providing the
opportunity to build new networks.
D-Auto Suisse SA aims at performing monthly events
with an eye to increasing its number of customers and
firm customer relations. Activities are planned for sales
as after-sales in order to generate showroom traffic.
With cross-marketing activities, D-Auto Suisse SA gets
in touch with customers of other by organizing activities
in collaboration to appeal to their customer portfolios.
(i.e. UBS, Nespresso, Hublot, etc.).
Sales target of 200 new vehicles for 2011
2011 will be the first year at full swing. Utilizing from
this advantage, our company aims at revealing an
increasing performance and developing a strong growth
strategy to arrive in a profitable financial result.
D-Auto Suisse SA, plans to increase its sales up to 200.
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The leader of the market with
ten years of experience

As a Doğuş Otomotiv A.Ş. brand, DOD
renders used car purchase, sales and
exchange services via its Authorized
Dealer network throughout Turkey. As
being Turkey’s first, unique and the
largest corporate used car market
brand, DOD became the symbol of trust
in the sector, riveting its leadership with
brand new projects and initiatives.
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Driven by its mission of being the greatest brand in the used car
sector both in virtual and physical markets, DOD maintained its
leadership in 2010 with a sales volume of 12,550 vehicles in the
used car sector, and has marked its seal on the sector with new
projects and infrastructure development practices.
İlhami Eksin
DOD, Thermo King, Scania Industrial and Marine Engines Brand General Manager

Auction Organizations
DOD has managed to sell 764 vehicles through 29
auctions held in 2010. DOD auctions, where a vehicle
is sold in every 84 seconds, reached from İstanbul to
Adapazarı as well as Antalya, Ankara, Bursa, İzmir,
Mersin and Samsun in 2010.
New Supply Sources
Besides its individual consumers, thanks to the fast
growth in numbers of the operational fleet rental
companies following completion of the course of
renting their large vehicle parks, DOD has maintained
its importance during the conversion into cash of the
operational fleet rental companies with 10 years of
experience, depending on:
•
•
•
•

Strong infrastructure,
Extensive authorized dealer organization,
Retail and auction sale systems,
Corporate assurance.

Cross selling channels keep growing
DOD has attained its targets in 2010 as well as by
meeting its customers’ demands through its ParkDOD
and PrimeDOD sales channels, which it has shaped
by basing on customer needs, as well as by means of
DOD Garanti and KaskoDOD products. Considerable
developments have been attained by means of the
investments made in these products in 2010, each one
being the first of its own kind in the used cars sector.
In the ParkDOD system, during the first year of
implementation of which 600 vehicles were sold, 2,000
vehicles are sold in 2010 by achieving an important
increase compared to the previous year.
In the PrimeDOD system, which created a difference
in luxury segment in the used car, the number of luxury
segment vehicles sold has increased from 99 in 2009
to 300 in 2010.

vehicles has been realized in the second half of 2010
which was actually its pilot trial period yet.
The cross sales channels of DOD are planned to be
developed with continuous achievements in 2011.
DOD Magazine is celebrating its 4th year!
DOD Magazine continues its publishing life with full
speed in its fourth year as well by leaving 41 issues
behind through the co-operation of Doğuş İletişim,
which started its publishing in September 2007. DOD
Magazine continues to create difference by means of its
rich content, such as presentation of 500 vehicle options
offered for sale in the DOD system every month, the
new and used car tests, sector evaluations, exclusive
interviews as well as the “The Used Car Sector Guide”,
which was presented for its customers in 10 sections
in 2010.
www.dod.com.tr shall be renewed
Turkey’s first corporate vehicle trading web site www.
dod.com.tr shall be in service with its entirely new
content and functions in 2011. The KeyDOD, which
addresses a considerable market in the used car sector,
and is the world’s ever first virtual expertize module, and
taken as a reference, www.dod.com.tr aims at creating
a corporate difference in this field.
DOD grows confidently for 10 years
DOD, which has celebrated together with its customers
its 10th year of activities, targets to reach its customers
through brand communication which it shall realize in
the first quarter of 2011. DOD, which became known
by the “first initiatives” it had made in the sector and
maintains its confident growth for 10 years, has fulfilled
its communication by basing on the strategy of reaching
its customers through diverse activities realized in 2011.

An increase of 75% is attained compared to the
previous year in DOD Garanti product, which provides
an important advantage in the used car market.
As for the KaskoDOD product of DOD, which has
been developed as a supplementary product that shall
be launched in 2011, a sales achievement of 2,000
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Next 10 years, new goals!

Turkey’s leading automotive
finance company vdf,
accomplishing many novelties
in its sector, continued to grow
with the launch of new products
and services in 2010.
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Turkey’s leading automotive financing company, vdf,
continued to add new chains to automotive value
chain, by the effectuation of vdf Faktoring Hizmetleri
A.Ş, vdf Servis ve Ticaret A.Ş., ikincielekredi.com and
Volkswagen Kasko in 2010.
Kemal Ören
vdf General Manager

vdf Otomotiv Finansmanı (Volkswagen Doğuş
Tüketici Finansmanı A.Ş.)
Celebrating its 10th anniversary in the sector, vdf
maintained its current brand portfolio while establishing
innovative products and services in its field.
Having 36% penetration rate among Doğuş Group
brands, vdf continued to be the market leader with the
highest market share among the consumer finance
corporations in 2010, as it had been in the previous
years.
Significant innovation from vdf “used car loan”:
ikincielekredi.com
vdf’s innovative product ikincielekredi.com which
provides used car loan for Volkswagen, Audi, Porsche,
SEAT and Skoda brands up to 7 years was launched
on 3 November 2010. ikincielekredi.com product, which
adds value to used car market, offers loan opportunity
to the consumers through www.ikincielekredi.com
website.
In the scope of the launch of ikincielekredi.com,
a product which drew considerable attention, an
integrated media communication campaign including
TV, print press, monthly & weekly magazines, internet
and outdoor was started on 1 December 2010. During
the first 4 months of its service, www.ikincielekredi.com
website reached 2,500 visitors on average per day with
a total number of 3,363 loan applications.
vdf Sigorta ve Aracılık Hizmetleri A.Ş.
vdf Sigorta ve Aracılık Hizmetleri A.Ş., operating in
the insurance sector with its innovative products,
has continued to offer wide range of new insurance
instruments to its customers during 2010.
vdf Sigorta ve Aracılık Hizmetleri A.Ş. keeps providing
innovative products for VW Group automobile brands
such as Volkswagen Kasko, which was launched in July
2010 with collaboration of Doğuş Automotive and Allianz
Insurance offering special coverage for Volkswagen
automobile owners. In addition to the launch of VW
Kasko, vdf Sigorta ve Aracılık Hizmetleri A.Ş. plans to
launch branded automobile insurance products specially
designed for Audi, Seat and Skoda brands in 2011.

Compared to 2009, vdf Sigorta ve Aracılık Hizmetleri
A.Ş. contract sales increased 50% and reached to
almost 65,000, with a net premium of 50,000,000 million
TL., presenting an increase of 45%.
vdf Faktoring Hizmetleri A.Ş.
The factoring license, which will support vdf’s
Authorized Dealers and Distributors in financing and
factoring, was granted by BDDK (Banking Regulation
and Supervision Agency) in November 2009. vdf
Faktoring Hizmetleri A.Ş. got into full swing with a pilot
Authorized Dealer in May 2010. By the end of the year,
vdf Faktoring Hizmetleri A.Ş. reached 53 Authorized
Dealers in throughtout Turkey. vdf Faktoring Hizmetleri
A.Ş. achieved to rank 16th among 64 companies which
are members of Factoring Association in the first year
of its establishment. vdf Faktoring Hizmetleri A.Ş. aims
at working with the entire Authorized Dealer network
in Doğuş Automotive with a stable growth and high
service quality in the first quarter of 2011. vdf Faktoring
Hizmetleri A.Ş. is determined to be in the top 10
companies in 2011.
vdf Servis ve Ticaret A.Ş.
vdf Servis ve Ticaret A.Ş., offering all the advantages
and services that operational renting offers for both
retail and corporate customers with loan opportunity up
to 100% with a single payment plan, was launched in
April 2010 by signing its first contract.
The new product of vdf Servis ve Ticaret A.Ş., Full
Service offers maintenance, car insurance, extended
warranty, tire replacement and road assistance with a
single payment plan to its customers. It presents an
important alternative for the commercial vehicles which
cannot be rented due to K2 document.
In 2011, vdf Servis ve Ticaret A.Ş. aims at increasing
its brand awareness and widen its portfolio based on
customer satisfaction and the high quality service it
provides.
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Public services with a sense
of social responsibility

TÜVTURK inspected 5.4 millions of
vehicles in 2010, and ensured at least
for a definite period the driving safety
of more than 2 million vehicles posing
potential threat in traffic.
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In addition to the crucial public service we
provide, TÜVTURK is going to continue
to contribute to the traffic safety via our
social responsibility projects.
Naci Başerdem
General Manager of TÜVTURK

TÜVTURK added services such as roadworthiness
inspection, exhaust gas emission test in 2009, to the
periodical vehicle inspection service which was started
in 2008 and in 2010 increased its number of stations
providing these services.
TÜVTURK’s annual turnover in 2010 has been
600,000,000 TL, and its EBITDA has been 57,000,000
TL. İstanbul operations of TÜVTURK have included the
110,000,000 TL of the consolidated turnover.
5.4 million vehicles have been inspected
5.4 million vehicles have been inspected in TÜVTURK
stations in 2010 and this figure reaches up to 8.8 million
including the free re-inspections. Plus, 880.000 vehicles
underwent exhaust gas emission tests. The number of
vehicles to be inspected in 2011 is expected to reach
6.0 million.
Roadworthiness Inspection
28 stations in 22 provinces have provided road
worthiness inspection service for 28,000 vehicles in
2010, and this figure is expected to reach up to 30,000
in 2011.
Exhaust gas emission test
176 stations in 79 provinces have provided exhaust gas
emission testing service for 880,000 vehicles in 2010,
and this figure is expected to reach up to 950,000 in
2011.
Investments continue with 4 new stations
With 1 billion USD investments all over Turkey, we
started to provide services in 189 fixed and 71 mobile
stations. In addition to the new stations opened in
İstanbul-Samandıra, Kırıkkale-Yahşiyan, Bolu-Gerede
and Kocaeli-Gebze, we increased the number of lanes
of current stations in Keşan, Lüleburgaz, Manavgat and
İnegöl. In Gemlik the two-lane station was replaced
with a new six-lane station. Through an additional
investment of 20 million TL, the number of total stations
increased to 193 in 2010, and the total number of lanes
increased from 458 to 483.
Traffic Responsibility Action
Realized under the coordination of the Turkish
Ministry of Transport and Communications and
through collaboration with the relevant stakeholder

organizations and institutions, “Traffic Responsibility
Action” aims at increasing public awareness, with an
attempt to take precautions for life safety in traffic and
to contribute to the responsibility consciousness of
the public. Our project is going to proceed with three
subprojects, “Safe Vehicle Action”, “Bosom Buddies
Action” and “Responsible Citizen Action”, which are
specifically designed for different target groups.
In 2010, with “Safe Vehicle Action” through interactive
field activities in 18 provinces, we directly contacted
80,000 people, and 2,300 commercial vehicle drivers
attended the trainings. “Safe Vehicle Action Road
Show – 2010” has been awarded the grand prize
in the category of road show in the third “Direct
Marketing Awards” held by Doğrudan Pazarlama
İletişimcileri Derneği (Association of Direct Marketing
Communication Professionals).
“Responsible Citizen Action” which was initiated in
November, contributed to the traffic responsibility
consciousness through public seminars in 9 provinces
and student seminars in 6 universities.
Bosom Buddies Action, which was started in 2010, aims
at touching the primary school pupils in 16 different
provinces, and through the pupils to their families.
Call Center – Disabled Recruitment Project
An infrastructure has been developed in order to enable
the disabled individuals, particularly victims of traffic
accidents, get calls at home, and we made it possible
for 60 disabled people residing in 22 different provinces
to provide call center services from home. Our 60
disabled employees, along with other 40 employees,
answer nearly 250,000 calls per month.
E-learning
TÜVTURK aims at increasing the quality of training
and learning in 193 stations in 81 provinces in 2011
by completing the e-learning practices which started in
2010.
Business Sustainability Management
The first step of the Business Sustainability Management
project, started in 2010, will be completed in 2011.
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A thriving brand offering new services
and products in its market

We are expanding with new products and
services, we have offered thanks to LeasePlan’s
global experience and Doğuş Otomotiv’s
dynamism in the local market and continuing to
develop our market with pioneering applications.
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We obtained a high growth rate above the market rate
with the new products and services we have offered
in 2010. We would like to improve this success by
offering the products of “GreenPlan” and “Car Policy
Builder”.
F. Türkay Oktay
LeasePlan General Manager

LeasePlan, which was established in 2003, began
to perform in the market with a 51% LeasePlan and
49% Doğuş Otomotiv shareholding structure in 2007.
LeasePlan aims to expand operational leasing services
and fleet management to international as well as local
customers on every scale by establishing synergies
with the global experience of LeasePlan and Doğuş
Otomotiv’s dynamism. LeasePlan, the world leader
in operational leasing, manages 1.3 million vehicles
worldwide with more than 6,000 employees in 5
continents and 30 countries. LeasePlan, globally known
for its leading implementations and being the market
leader in most of the countries it operates, also offers
services on operational fleet management in Turkey
by analyzing its customers’ expectations and needs
accurately and providing them with optimum solutions.

LeasePlan Turkey has accomplished to sell a total
number of 1,300 used cars via DOD Authorized Dealers
in 2010.

LeasePlan Turkey aims at extending its operational
leasing and fleet management services to the large- and
small-scale local companies along with the international
companies. LeasePlan Turkey, that serves operational
leasing solutions based on its international experience
and local knowledge, approaches its customers’ needs
in integrity, with proactive engagement and expertise in
a trustworthy manner.

Events for Customers
SharePlan, in which the fleet and vehicle expenses
are priced clearly and in detail, was introduced to the
potential and current customers in a conference in
April. The customers had a chance to test the various
models of the brands such as Porsche, Audi, VW and
Seat in Driving Experience Day held in İstanbul Park in
October.

Turkish Operational Leasing Market in 2010
While leasing sector faced recession after the legal
amendments about the commercial vehicles in 2010,
with recovery observed through the second quarter of
the year, the recession was replaced with an economic
growth. With the additional demands of companies
which started to prefer leasing instead of purchasing,
the number of long term leased vehicles reached
120,000, growing by 8%.

Targets
For 2011, LeasePlan Turkey aims at achieving
sustainable growth by introducing new products,
services and pioneering applications to the market
and growing by 15% above the market. In parallel
with this target, the company is expected to advance
the remarkable success it has achieved in sustainable
customer satisfaction. LeasePlan also intends to
improve the brand awareness and widen its market
share through 2011.

Growing more than the market
As of the end of 2010, LeasePlan Turkey has increased
the number of its vehicles in its portfolio to 7,400
growing by 18% and it offers services to 814 respective
customers.

New Products and Services
With the aim of increasing both operational leasing
standards and sustained customer satisfaction,
LeasePlan Turkey has started to introduce its pioneering
professional solutions in fleet management sector since
the beginning of 2010 .The company introduced its new
products, namely “ComfortPlan” a service in which
the customers determine their limits according to their
needs, SharePlan - which enables expense control
with transparent calculation-, and “Fuel Management”
servicewhich enables the customers to focus on their
own works.

Operating with a strategy based upon a multi-brand
vehicle portfolio in operational leasing, LeasePlan’s
portfolio is primarily composed of brands like
Volkswagen, SEAT, Audi, Skoda, Renault, Ford, Fiat
and Toyota, all of which have prominent shares in the
fleet market.
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We create value for the world’s
most prestigious brands

In 2010, Spare Parts
& Logistics Services
imported 82,100 vehicles
and dispatched 85,600
vehicles to the Authorized
Dealers as well as have
concluded the year with a
total revenue of TL 296.6
million generated from the
sales of spare parts and
accessories.
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Spare Parts & Logistics Services combines the latest
and best practices of synergism with state-of-the-art
technology and continuously creates value for Doğuş
Otomotiv’s multi-brand structure.
Mustafa Karabayır
Spare Parts & Logistics Services General Manager

Spare Parts & Logistics Services manages the import,
warehousing and distribution of the vehicles and spare
parts to Authorized Dealers of the world’s most pres
tigious brands: VW, Audi, SEAT, Porsche, Bentley,
Lamborghini, Scania, Krone, Meiller, and also Scania
Industrial and Marine Engines, Thermo King Transport
Temperature Control Systems and their affiliated
products.
An advanced practice of synergy
Spare Parts & Logistics Services employs state-ofthe-art technology combined with modern and the
best practices of synergism under one roof, and thus
composes an exemplary service provided to the global
brands represented by Doğuş Otomotiv.

A business approach focused on quality
In order to improve its service quality, Spare Parts and
Logistics Services primarily focuses on:
•

Adopting the role of a strategy-setter in spare parts
activities, creating a vision and sharing it with brand
representatives, contributing to raise the market
share of group brands;
• Implementing projects with the aim of continuous
improvement of spare parts management systems;
• Shortening delivery period and reducing costs to
support new vehicle sales and to give opportunity to
decrease stock costs;
• Seeking new opportunities in accessories marketing
in a bid to increase business volumes.

All is to provide customers with accurate and
prompt service
Spare Parts & Logistics employs advanced computer
technologies and stock management systems with the
aim of executing its operations smoothly.
Effective pricing and price placement policies, along
with the usage of common parts up to a level of 60%,
creates a prominent synergy in Spare Parts & Logistics
organization.
Services and products offered
In order to supply products and services to Authorized
Dealers and Services in an efficient way and to improve
the overall level of customer satisfaction, Spare Parts &
Logistics Services offers the below services:
•
•

•

•

The import and homologation operation manage
ment of all the group vehicles in the name of brand
representatives.
Warehousing in the bonded and stock areas of
imported vehicles supplied by VW, Audi, SEAT,
Porsche, Bentley, Lamborghini, Scania, Krone
and Meiller brands, as well as their delivery to the
Authorized Dealers.
Ordering, import, stock management and delivery
to the authorized dealers of the spare parts and
accessories of VW, Audi, SEAT, Porsche, Bentley,
Scania, Lamborghini and Thermo King brands.
Importing, warehousing and distribution of the spare
parts and accessories of Krone and Meiller brands
to the Authorized Dealers upon order.
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The best insurance service
accompanied with Doğuş
Holding’s assurance

With its experience
exceeding 25 years now,
Doğuş Insurance Agency
Services is providing
innovative and trustworthy
insurance services to its
customers.

An experienced agency
Doğuş Insurance Agency Services, a subsidiary of Doğuş Holding, is an
experienced intermediary that was established on 26 March 1984. Doğuş
Insurance has continued its activities in 2010 in line with the aim of always
providing the best service to both Doğuş Group companies, employees
and other clientele. The company has diversified its range of services in
compliance with Doğuş Otomotiv’s expansion; focused its operations on risk
evaluation and marketing activities throughout the year; has performed risk
analyses with optimum accuracy by employing advanced technologies; and
has provided immediate payments for damage claims.
After the transfer of 80% shares of Garanti Insurance to Eureko B.V. on
October 5, 2007, Doğuş Insurance has operated as an agency of Eureko
Sigorta A.Ş. and generated a total of TL 9.1 million premium from all of its
products in 2010.
An extensive field of operations
Intermediary dealership agreements that have been signed in 2003 between
Doğuş Insurance Agency Services and Anadolu Sigorta, Ergo Sigorta
and Axa Sigorta are still in effect.The company became an authorized
representative of Allianz Sigorta in 2008.
Continuing to grow in 2011
Doğuş Insurance Agency is focused on progress and growth in 2011. It will
continue providing the most innovative products with the utmost productivity
and it aims at fulfilling the responsibilities of being Doğuş Holding’s
representative in the insurance sector.
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